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Late-Victorian novelists concentrated almost exclusively on the problem of urban

poverty. Although this period saw riots in London, serious strikes in several industries, an

unprecedented growth of Trade Union menbership and the emergence of an independent

Labour  party, there were very’few  worthwhile novels written on these subjects. This is not

to say that novelists ignored the basic issue of potentially explosive class relationships;

merely that they stressed just one manifestation of it; that, like Besant, they were

concerned more with reform than revolution. Socialism in the late-Victorian working-class

novel plays a part similar to that of Chartism in the industrial novels, in the while the fear of

class war is never really faced, it is also never far from the surface.7

In the eighteenth century the words used to describe social divisions were

‘rank’ , ‘order’ , ‘state’ , ‘station’ or ‘degree’ and when referring to specific economic

groups, ‘interests’. The lower classes in this sense’ did not constitute an ‘interest’ but

existed as separate, occupational groups, largely isolated from each other, both ideologi-

cally and geographically. As Diana Spearman  has pointed out: ‘There is no evidence that

these groups considered themsejves to belong to one class ; indeed it is most unlikely that

they did, for there was nothing to unite them: their interests were not identical and there

was no theory to persuade them they were.’ The term ‘working class’ (as distinct from

‘lower class’ which had existed earlier) seems first to have appeared around 1815, and by

1824 the word ‘class’ was firmly established as a social label.’

” PJ  Keating  The Working classes in V~ctotian  fiction. (1972) &I 8. 10, 11
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